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Editorial

In the editorial of'the last Calendar mention
was made of the exhibitions in the Stable
Court Galleries this year. The last of the
season is that devoted to the work ofJoseph
Gott and we hope that his stature as a
sculptor will be demonstrated beyond doubt
on this occasion. He will not be unfamiliar,
however, to anyone living up here in
Yorkshire —assuming, of course, that such
people know all about Temple Newsam
and Lotherton. Recently, under the en-
thusiastic guidance ofDr. Terry Friedman,
the Keeper of Decorative Art Studies, we
have been doing a lot of thinking about our
sculpture collection. One could not say that
he needed to exert pressure upon his
colleagues for he would have met with no
resistance had he done so, but whatever the
sum of reasons which turned our attentions,
particularly towards 19th century sculpture,
the results have been very satisfactory and
are now ripe for editorial comment. The
first thing to say is that, through the good
offices of Mr. Maynard Mitchell, we are
able to show in our country houses some of
the fine portrait busts by Joseph Gott which
belong to the Museum but have now been
transferred to us on permanent loan. Lest it
be thought that the transaction was uni-
lateral let it be recorded at once that he has
received from us, on the same terms, all our
Roman glass. Curators believe that this
interchange of collections between museums
in order to display them to best advantage
is an example of enlightened thinking. It is
clearly in the interests of the objects as well
as visitors and there is no doubt that the
crisp crunching sound made by cutting red
tape in the public good is delightful to
experience. To return to Gott. Not long ago
a fine terra cotta group Venus dissuading
Adonis from the Chase was bought. This has
a good provenance, it was made in 1822

and was seen that same year by William
Etty when he visited Gott in his Roman
studio. Etty was very impressed and wrote
to Sir Thomas Lawrence, a patron of
Gott's, to say so. Apart from providing a
nice bit ofart history the group is altogether
charming and made even more attractive
by the dog who plays a minor role superbly
well. About this time —the early 1820's-
Gott was establishing for himself quite a
reputation as an animal sculptor. His large
Greyhound and Pups commissioned by the
Duke and Duchess of Devonshire for their
new Sculpture Gallery at Chatsworth was
very well received and was by no means a
flash in the pan. Since we acquired his
white marble Italian Greyhound of 1827 for
Lotherton his abilities in this genre seem
indisputable. As exquisite a piece of animal
art as one could wish for it depicts the model
"reclining", but very much on the alert.
Some say the dog has a lean and hungry
look and certainly there was a sadness about
him as he lay on the great oak table in the
hall. Perhaps he was overawed by Sir
Thomas Gascoigne's ceaseless and un-
sympathetic gaze. He looks much more
relaxed and has far greater presence since
he was introduced into the company of the
Gascoigne horses —Gerry and Co.—and
the race cups which some of them won.
Indeed he is now permanently to be found
near another silver cup, a coursing trophy,
the lid of which is surmounted by a finely
modelled greyhound. Gott's dog seems to
have found a congenial home where he will
certainly be admired, but we hope not
spoiled, by staff and visitors alike.
One of Henry Weekes's best figure

sculptures ?he young naturalist has for
many years been in the Leeds collection. It
is now, clean and resplendent, in the newly
decorated vestibule at Lotherton for which
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site it looks as though it might have been
commissioned, so well does it look. In his
middle years the sculptor did a number of
fine portrait busts including that of Hugh
Hoare, very recently acquired. The sitter,
a boy of thirteen, died in 1840 the year his
likeness was cut. These two sculptures by
Weekes, though separated in time of
execution by some thirty years, have the
theme of youth in common and Lotherton
provides a sympathetic environment for
them both.
Centre tables are very useful things in

country house museums, not so much for
putting things on as because they are free
standing objects to be walked around and
felt on intimate terms with. They can even
prevent those attacks of agoraphobia in-
duced by large and imposing rooms in which
all the furniture is displayed against the
walls. Grand pianos, incidentally, can also
perform this service as that in the drawing
room at Lotherton proves. Bought recently
from Miss Gladys Tetley's bequest, with
the aid of a grant from the N.A.C.F., was
one of a pair of tables (Fig. I j designed by

the architect William Burges: the other
went to Birmingham Art Gallery and there
are rumours that a third companion table
exists somewhere —or did. The two, at any
rate, are well documented and their work-
ing drawings are still in existence. They
appear to have been made for Burges's
rooms at 15 Buckingham Street and were
later transferred to the house he built
himself —not long before he died —the
Tower House, Melbury Road, Kensington.
Most ofBurges's furniture was designed for
his own use and these tables, with their red,
black and gold painted oak frames built to
support Italian pietra dura tops, show how
rich his imagination could be within his
chosen medieval style. This is not to suggest
that romanticism clouded his understanding
of Gothic art for he was an antiquarian of
considerable standing and a pillar of the
Ecclesiological Society. He was no pedant
and his knowledge, rather than inhibiting
originality, provided a mental atmosphere
in which it could thrive. An authority,
particularly on metalwork, his advice was
in great demand over a long period. Some



Tea Caddy,
Parcel gilt by
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fine ecclesiastical plate was made to his own
designs and the section devoted to him in
the recent exhibition of Victorian Church
Art at the Victoria & Albert Museum gave
a pretty good idea ofhis artistic personality.
Like all reformers in the arts who depend
much upon others for the execution of their
ideas he railed against the standards of his
day. In a lecture delivered to the Society of
Arts in 1864 he said, speaking primarily it
is true of off the peg silver ware, "Of late
years our plate has got worse and worse in
design and execution —so much so that
work of the last century is eagerly bought
up whenever obtainable. The reason is not
that good work cannot be done; on the
contrary, the best ofwork can be obtained
ifa price is only paid for it...".It is a some-
what macabre exercise to imagine William
Burges's reaction to some mid-20th eentsy
goods we see in the shops —much more
illuminating of himself and perhaps in-
structive for us would be to hear his
comments on the function and contents of
the Design Centre in the Haymarket.
Burges's strictures did not apply to the

work of Antoine Vechte, the French
designer and silversmith. He regarded him
as an artist and admired him it appears as
much as did his contemporaries in general.
Vechte was one of the foreigners whose
style was so much in vogue during the
middle years of the century. He worked
mainly for Hunt and Roskell, the successors
to Storr and Mortimer, which makes their
connection, in the person of Paul Storr
himself, with the leading silversmiths of the
Regency period, Rundell Bridge and
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Rundell. Hunt and Roskell had the biggest
display ofsilverware in the Great Exhibition
of 1851 and among their exhibits was
Vechte's spectacular vase depicting the
Destruction of the Titans bp 3upiter*. This, it
is fair to say, is hard to take even by 1970
standards of taste —it would, however,
have been intolerable twenty years ago so
perhaps it will be universally applauded
in another twenty years. Whatever our
judgment might be it made Vechte's name
and the vase was again shown in the
International Exhibition of i 862. The
following year the Art Journal wrote
"Vechte may be deemed a Michelangelo
in design, and a Cellini in execution, cast
into a modern French mould. Yet does he,
by strong individual genius, stand by him-
self in bold independence, prodigal in
exuberant'invention". Vechte's technique
was much applauded —and copied —he
would use oxidisation to throw into deep
chiaroscuro both his repousse figures and
his flat decoration and sometimes he com-
bined this treatment with a very subtle use
of parcel-gilding. He was certainly a
consummate craftsman who really under-
stood the possibilities of his material.
Recently acquired for Lotherton is a small
tea caddy (Fig. 2) which displays to
perfection his originality and workmanship.
Perhaps, on this scale at least, he is totally
acceptable already. The piece is unmarked
but bears his signature on one of the panels
—an unnecessary aid to identification.
Another worthy piece ofVictorian silver

was bought a few months ago also out of the
Gascoigne Endowment Fund. This is a
pretty little parcel-gilt ewer about 9 inches
high made by W. G. Sissons in 1871.The
inspiration here goes back to the famous
Portland Vase, the emulation of which so
intrigued Wedgwood and indeed a number
of silversmiths of a generation earlier than
Sissons. The Leeds collection of 19th
century silver is beginning to illustrate the
exuberance, eclecticism and, sometimes
overwhelming, artistic confidence of the
period. Perhaps it is the last characteristic
that, by contrast with our own day, we
find most stimulating.
For an illustration of this piece see: Patricia Wardle,

l'ictorian Silver and Silver Plate, tct6'3, l'rom which l'actual
details and quotations for this editorial have been
taken.



The early Tudor house in the light
of recent excavations

It has been recognised for some time that
Temple Newsam may originally have been
built around four sides of a courtyard,
although few would now follow the reason-
ing of Pawson and Kitson to draw this
conclusion'. Until recently, however, no
attempt had been made to locate a missing
east wing, perhaps because it was assumed
that the screen walls which were erected to
enclose the courtyard in the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries would have led to
the obliteration of any such evidence. An
examination of the house led the present
writer to the conclusion that the inner wall
of the missing wing —if there had been such
a wing —would lie within the present court-
yard rather than on the line of the later
screen walls, and also, that the removal of
the wing had resulted in a re-orientation of
the house from a north-south to an east-
west axis. The reasoning behind these con-
clusions must be briefly summarised.
The most incongruous feature of the

present house is that the south wing con-
taining what would have been the chief
suite of rooms in the late middle ages lie
parallel to the principal axis of the house,
whereas, on analogy with related houses,
one would expect it to cross this axis at
ninety degrees. Typically, in an enclosed
courtyard house, such a wing would be at
the far side of the courtyard from the wing
which contained the gatehouse giving
access to the court, so that the attention of
those passing through the gateway would
be immediately focussed on the most
important part of the house. Until the
modifications of the eighteenth century the
south wing was planned on a standard late-
medieval pattern: the entrance porch was

placed off-centre, at one end of the great
hall, and led into a passage from which
doors on one side led into the domestic
offices, and the arches of a screen on the
other side would have given onto the hall,
beyond which were the private apartments
of the lord of the house and his family. In
its present relationship to the other parts of
the house the importance of this wing is
diminished, yet there can be little doubt
that the rooms it contained were originally
the most important ones. Since the seven-
teenth century the wing has been of only
two storeys over the early vaulted cellar,
which is partially subterranean. It is almost
certain that initially the great hall would
have risen through both storeys, so that
there would be no circulation between the
two halves of the first floor of the wing: the
remainder of the wing would probably
always have been of two principal storeys
for the convenience of the domestic offices,
and this division would have been carried
through the wing when the house was
modified.
It seems, therefore, that one must look

for the gatehouse in the rather bleak
frontage of the north wing, unless the house
is to be seen as being of a singularly novel
type. The fact that the village ofWhitkirk
is to the north of the house supports the idea
of the gatehouse being on this front; indeed,
the house appears to have been built to
have a clear visible relationship with the
village, since it is so placed that the tower
of the church is on an extension of the
north-south axis.
There is ample architectural evidence

that the gatehouse was in this wing.
Measurement reveals that its central line
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runs through the middle ofwhat is now the
north hall, the walls ofwhich are remarkably
thick compared with other internal cross
walls. The tops of these walls can be seen
beneath the floorboards of the long gallery
on the first floor of this wing, and Philip
Hendy observed that they appeared to be
broken off as if they had originally extended
to a greater height2. The walls run the full
width of the wing, although they are now
pierced by a number of openings.
The combination of these factors leads

almost inevitably to the conclusion that the
walls of the north hall are those of the initial
gatehouse, so that the original axis of the
house would have been from north to
south; through the gateway to the principal
rooms in the south wing. This makes the
probability of there having been a fourth
wing even greater; such glaring assymetry
as would have resulted from the omission of
one of the lateral wings is unlikely in a
house of such evident pretensions.
The three extant wings are of varying

dimensions, the west wing being the widest
and the south wing the narrowest. In
examining the house it was assumed that
the east wing would have been the same
width as the west wing, its counterpart
across the courtyard. Consequently the
width of the west wing was measured in
from the north-east corner of the courtyard
westwards to find the point at which it was

thought the inner wall of the missing wing
would have met the north wing, and a line
was taken across the courtyard from this
point, running parallel to the west wing.
An exploratory trench excavated across this
line located the lower courses of the wall at
the expected point, and a second trench
was excavated for some distance along the
wall, which continued at right angles to the
south and north wings (Fig. I).
Consequently, Temple Newsam can now

be seen as an important example of late
medieval planning on a princely scale with
few parallels in its region. It might be
wished that more was known of the
residence of the archbishops of York at
Cawood which seems to have developed as
a similar type, and which might represent
the only local analogy.
The dating evidence for the first house is

scant, but taken altogether it points to
Thomas, Lord Darcy of Temple Hurst, as
its builder. Thomas inherited the estate in
1488 and held it until his execution by
Henry VIII in 1537 for his part in the
Pilgrimage of Grace. He was elevated to
the peerage in 1505 at a time when he
wielded "an influence in the north of
England second only to that of the Earl of
Northumberland" s, and perhaps it was
this that provided the incentive to create a
house of fitting magnificence at Temple
Newsam. Certainly, on stylistic grounds it



1. Vierv of excavations in the courtyard looking South.

would be difficult to date any of the present
building before the late fifteenth century,
and it is equally unlikely that the earlier
parts could be dated very much later than
Darcy's death in 15374. Scratched in the
plaster of the Blue Damask Room at the
centre of the first floor of the west wing is a
sketch of a buck's head couped, an heraldic
motif known to have been used by Lord
Darcy as a badges, in this room it probably
served as a model for craftsmen decorating
the house; it is also carved in the spandrels
of the beams spanning the central pro-
jecting bays of the ground floor of this wing.

One of the most telling indications of
Thomas's activity at Temple Newsam is
found in the inquisition into inclosures and
evictions of 1517'. In this inquisition it is
recorded that Thomas had enclosed forty
acres in the fourth year of Henry VII,
1489—90, an inclosure involving the des-
truction of a "villa" of four messuages and

four cottages, and the pulling down of four
ploughs. By 1521 he was founding a
hospital and grammar school at Whitkirk,
which suggests that the main parts of a
house would be sufficiently complete for
him to divert his building resources else-
where: he is unlikely to have done this if
the house was uninhabitable, pious works
were usually postponed until their author
was sufficiently well-established not to be
incommoded by them. IfDarcy had started
his building campaign sometime around
1490—1505 a substantial body of building
could have been completed by 1521.
Some evidence for the approximate date

of the building is provided by a number of
fragments of sixteenth century "Cistercian
ware" found in front of the excavated wall,
although this simply demonstrates that the
wing was not covered over before the
sixteenth centuryo.

When Sir Arthur Ingram bought the
house in 1622 he set about making con-
siderable alterations ', and its present
rather four-square appearance is the result.
One must imagine that in the original house
many of the projecting features would have
been taken up above the main block to
make a much more varied sky-line; refer-
ence to later engravings of Henry VII's
brick-built palace at Sheen, finished in
1501, gives some idea of the outline of a
house of this period and size.
It is possible that the house was not

complete at the death ofDarcy —very often
there would be a break in a building
campaign once the principal parts of the
house were complete —and certainly the
list of rooms contained in the inventory
taken in 1565, when the house was once
more confiscated by the crown, does not
seem an unduly large one for such a
princely dwelling. The east wing was
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probably given over to ancillary offices"
and subsidiary lodgings, and if the house
was not completed it would probably have
been this less important part which was left
unfinished. In 1636 Temple Newsam was
said to be "almost burn't to the ground"2,
this was patently a great exageration, and
no evidence of the fire had been

found'ntil

the present excavations for the east
wing. However, on both sides of the
excavated wall extensive areas of burnt
matter were found, and, since no attempt
had been made to remove this material —it
had been simply covered over —one is left
to speculate whether this is the result of the
fire of 1636, and whether the fire was
confined to the east wing. This is inherently
probable since it could then be argued that
Ingram determined to cut his losses by
removing the wing and thus opening up
the magnificent view over the valley to the
east. By this time, as Pawson and Kitson
point out, it was considered unhealthy to
have a courtyard completely enclosed by
tall buildings. Dr. Cauis in planning his new
Cambridge college in 1565 had said that
one side of the court should be left open,
"lest the air from becoming confined in a
narrow space should become foul and so
do harm to us".
Theindicationsof'theoriginalappearance

of the house are fragmentary, but a
reasonably full picture can be put together.
Basically the main block of the house can
now be seen as a series ofsuites of rooms and
offices disposed around a central courtyard,
access to which was gained through a gate-
house in the north wing at the opposite
side of the court from the main "common"
parts of the house, with the great hall at the
centre. This is a plan which can be seen to
have developed in its fundamental forms
and essential rectilinearity as early as 1386
when a license to crenellate Bodcain Castle,
in Sussex, was granted. Some of the most
useful comparisons for Temple Newsam are
to be found in East Anglia; Oxburgh Hall,
the license for which was granted in 1482,
was built as a courtyard house of a similar
size as Temple Newsam, and here we find
a series of rooms arranged within a
rectangle in the same relationship to each
other as at Temple Newsam'4. Both at
Bodcain and Oxburgh the basic symmetry

o'v-

2. The West front excavations, South end looking north.

of the plan is not allowed to impose itself
too forcefully on the convenience ofarrange-
ment; parts are allowed to project beyond
the main block and at Oxburgh, as at
Temple Newsam, the main entrance leading
into the screens passage between the hall
and domestic offices is off-centre.

A later development of the courtyard
plan can be seen at Sutton Place in Surrey
which was started in the 1520's's. In this
house convenience is sacrified to general
symmetry, and the entrance is at the centre
of the south wiiig, leading directly into the
hall —an arrangement inconvenient for the
draughts it must encourage". Nevertheless,
the future was with the dominating sym-
metry of Sutton Place rather than with the
convenient compromises of Oxburgh and
Temple Newsam. It is worth noting that all
the houses so far mentioned have a north-
south axis, so that the great hall faces south.
However, at Thornbury Castle in
Gloucestershire "the finest example of the
taste of the age that we possess in this
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country'"', the suites of private rooms
contained in the wing on the right side of
the courtyard are the ones which face south,
a significant change of emphasis from the
"public" to the private rooms.
The west wing ofTemple Newsam, with

its simple diapering of burnt headers and
its wider mortar joints, is the part of the
house which manifestly retains its early
work to the highest level. On analogy with
Thornbury it seems that this wing would
have contained the suites of private rooms
for the owner and his lady; certainly its
apartments are generously proportioned,
and it has already been remarked that there
are indications of rich decoration in the Blue
Damask Room. The sequence ofrooms listed
in the inventory of 1565's revealing; the
list starts with "the Greate Chambre" and
"Lord Dernleys Chambr" and after listing
other rooms, including "Therles Bed-
chambre" returns to "Thentre to ye Greate
Chambr" and "the Halle", followed by the
various domestic offices. The probability is
that the inventory starts at the south end
of the west wing and progresses northwards
through the private apartments, and then
returns to the junction of the south and
west wings with "Thentre to ye Greate
Chambr" followed by an eastward pro-
gression through the south wingt9. It is also
significant that the list of domestic offices,
concluding with the "Brewhouse" and
"Pasterie" is followed by the "Porterz
Lodge" which would have been associated
with the gatehouse in the north wing. Thus
the inventory seems to largely bypass the
east wing, perhaps an indication that it was

incomplete. Associated with the "Porterz
Lodge" are a number ofrooms which would
appear to be those of retainers; it is
tempting to speculate whether any of these
rooms might have been thrown out beyond
the north wing to form a secondary court
for retainers, as at Thornbury. There is
certainly a great number of rooms to be
contained in the north wing alone, partic-
ularly when one considers that rooms such
as "the Gallerye", "the Newe Gallerye"
and "the chappell chambre" would have
taken up a great amount of the space
available. It is to be noticed that two of the
rooms apparently in this part of the house
are described as 'newe', suggesting that
there had been some continuation of
building by the manificent Earl of Lennox,
who had held the estate from 1544 until the
date of this inventory. However, it should
be noted that none of the rooms associated
with this side contain much of value "the
Gallery" only contained "a coffre" worth
five shillings, and "the Newe Gallery" held"a paire of olde organes" valued at forty
shillings.
Within the walls of the west wing are

many anomalies which are unexplained by
the present fabric20, in particular there are
two vertical lines ofdisturbance to the north
and south of the subsidiary projections of
the west front, at the points at which the
sixteenth century fabric adjoins that of the
seventeenth century. These two points
seem to have been among the leading
candidate for Ingram's squaring-up opera-
tions. Excavations were made beneath both
of these points: to the north end of the wing
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where the seventeenth century brickwork is
built up against the earlier face of the
house2'igging revealed nothing of im-
portance. However, the excavation at the
south end exposed the plinth of a polygonal
projection which can be seen to correspond
with a line running up the south face of the
square bay which it adjoins. Beneath this
plinth its foundations extend to the south
to form a segmental projection (Fig. 2).
This feature seems to have continued
beneath the later walls at this corner, and
one may assume that it was taken up as a
small turret: the meaning of the segmental
foundation, which was presumably part of
a small circular feature south of the turret,
is less clear. If this proposed reconstruction
is accurate, the present south-west corner
of the house, containing the Victorian
dining room and the so-called "Darnley
room", can only date from the seventeenth
century squaring-up. This is borne out by
the fact that the cellar beneath this corner
is of a difFerent character from the range of
cellars beneath the centre of the south wing,
and that the door leading into it is plainly
broken through a very solid wall, suggesting
it was a later extension.
One can assume that the curious junction

of brickwork at the north end of the west
wing indicates the previous existence of a
similarly fanciful feature, and consequently
this wing emerges as having been treated
externally very richly. This relates to the
corresponding face at Thornbury, where
some of the most complex window pro-
jections devised by a sixteenth century
architect gave light to the private rooms of
the Duke and Duchess of Buckingham.

By contrast, the north wing at Temple
Newsam presents a strangely stark face of
brickwork to the outside world which is
partially relieved by the canted-side window
bays at the extremities of the wing added by
Ingram. One is tempted to imagine that it
was intended to mask parts of this face with
buildings projecting to form a secondary
court —it is in such a position that one
would expect to find accommodation for
retainers and the stables —and it has already
been seen that the 1565 inventory might
lend itself to such an interpretation. Ingram
placed low ranges of buildings to form a
secondary court to the south of the house,
but it is almost certain that this was not
done here until the seventeenth

century'emodelling.A slight projection ofmasonry
towards the west end of the north front
plinth courses, which apparently corres-
ponds with a break in the masonry, might
give a clue to the original arrangements
north of the house"
There are indications that the entrance

front was originally more richly adorned.
When the walls of the Long Gallery were
stripped in the 1930's, photographs of the
exposed brickwork were providently taken,
and that on the north side is of particular
interest. Built in with the brickwork are six
vertical strips of masonry which appear to
be the internal quoins for external pro-
jections. Four of these correspond with the
two small projecting bays which have been
converted to chimney flues, the remaining
two are at the centre of the wing above the
walls of the north hall. The most likely
conclusion is that they provided the heying
for an oriel window, a feature usually
associated with gatehouses of the period,
and one well represented in Archbishop
Kempe's gatehouse at Cawood of the second
quarter of the fifteenth century.

A number ofclues about the Tudor house
are given in Kip's engraving after a drawing
by Knyff of 1699 (Fig. 3).The block which
is shown at the east end of the south wing
is one such clue. This block was removed in
the eighteenth century and the wing
lengthened by a few feet. An examination
of the engraving of this protruding block is
revealing since it shows elements which
Kip is hardly likely to have fabricated but
which point to a date before the seven-



teenth century. These are the buttresses
with off-sets, the irregular quoins and the
rather small windows. The domestic offices
of a large late-medieval house were often
partially housed in buildings thrown out
beyond the main body of the house, perhaps
because of the risk of fire. Thornbury and
Oxburgh had such projections, and it seems
that this was also the case at Temple
Newsam.
Kip shows that the rhythm ofbays on the

south front in the seventeenth century was
different from that introduced in the
eighteenth century, and it was probably a
survival of the medieval rhythm. Kip shows
three projecting bays to the west of the
kitchen block, demonstrating that the bays
were more closely spaced then than now.
The westernmost of these bays is at the
south-west corner of the house which it has
been suggested was void in the Tudor
building, so that we are left with two bays
to consider. It seems certain that these two
windows lit the great hall: the eastern one
lighting the screens passage and corres-
ponding to the porch on the courtyard side
of the wing; the western one lighting the
dais end of the hall, and corresponding to
a similar bay on the courtyard side. It can
be seen that these two bays are separated
by a stretch of blank wall surmounted by
chimneys, which further bears out these
conclusions, since it was usual for the fire to
be at the centre of the hall against the
outside wall —this arrangement was closely
reflected at Oxburgh.
The strangely high level of the two ranges

ofwindows on the south front is because
of'he

partially subterranean cellars beneath
the wing. The hall range has a floor level
considerably higher than the ground floor
of the rest of the house'a; this is partially a
result of the fall of the land, but it may be a
survival from an earlier domestic type in
which the hall was placed on the first floor
above an undercroft.
West of the bay lighting the dais an

external door is shown on the engraving at
a level which does not correspond with the
levels of the windows. It seems probable
that this door gave into the space containing
the main staircase and that it was the room
referred to as "Thentre to ye Greate
Chambr" in the 1565 inventory. Support

for this assumption is afforded by the
springing of a moulded three-centred door
arch which is enclosed within the walls of
the house at the junction of the south and
west wings approximately opposite to the
door shown by Kip24. It is at this point that
the awkward difference of levels between
the two wings would have had to be
bridged, and it is to be noted that the stairs
and ante-room at Thornbury were built
with a similar relationship to the hall and
private apartments
Thornbury was started in 1511 by

Edward Stafford, Duke of Buckingham
who was beheaded in 1521 —the year in
which Darcy turned his building activities
away from his house. It was conceived on
an almost unprecedentedly palatial scale
which can only be compared with Cardinal
Wolsey's work at Hampton Court —Wolsey
was another overmighty subject who
suffered a fall at the hands of Henry VIII.
Thornbury was laid out as a series of
courtyards at the centre of which was the
main block around a court about 180 feet
wide; Temple Newsam's 120 feet is not so
very much smaller. The outer

retainers'ourt

was even wider and overlapped the
kitchen court and privy garden which
flanked the main block. Douglas Simpson
saw Thornbury as "the final manifestation
of the fortified house of the overmighty
subject, designed to accommodate his array
of armed retainers" 24. Certainly it seems to
have been more of the castle than Temple
Newsam could ever have been, but the
developments it shows in the arrangement
and splendour ofits parts have close counter-
parts at Temple Newsam. It is worth noting
that parts of the private wing at Thornbury
are subdivided longitudinally, a new
development, but one that is found in a
corresponding position at Temple Newsam.
It should also be observed that at Thorn-
bury a gallery connected the parish church
and castle, an indication that the visual
relationship between Temple Newsam and
Whitkirk church is not purely coincidental.

RICHARD FAWCETT

Csrateful thanks are due to sir. L. C'. Knight and
Mr. L. Dawson of the Parks Department I'or their
eo-operation, and also to those who helped with the
task of digging.
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1. Sidney D. Kitson and Edmund D. Pawson,
Temple Eewsam Guide, 1st ed. 1927, p. 10: "Ifthe
Countess of Pembroke ever lived at Temple
Newsam ..her house would approximate to the
courtyard plan of her college at Cambridge".

2. The notes and photographs taken by Philip Hendy
when he was making alterations to the house are
deposited in the curatioral library.

3. Dictionary ofNational Biography, vol. 5.
4. Nikolaus Pevsner in Buildings of England, Tork-

shire: the IVest Riding, says the windows must be
later insertions since "they are completely Eliza-
bethan in their details"; it is unlikely that he can
include the chapel south window in this statement.

5. Darcy's steward is shown in Lord Howard de
Walden, Banners Standards and Badges from a Tudor
Mantcscript in the College of Arms, 1904, p. 65. In
this M.S. (M.S. 12 in the college) his arms are
crossed out with the word "Defassed", since he
was attainted in 1538. In Harl. M.S. 5854 his
standard is described as "Green, fringed with
blue and white; an heraldic tyger silver. Four
broken spears of gold, the point erect with the
other two parts of the staff in saltire. Three

bucks'eads

ermine; the crest of Menell" with the
motto "Hit shal not be bi mi wil".

6. It is suggested below that this part of the house
was given over to the private apartments of its
owner and consequently would have been richly
decorated; such decoration would often include
the Powdering of heraldic motifs.

7. Lansd. M.S. 1. fa 167—172, publ. by I.S. Leadam
in Transacflons of the Ropccl Historical Society, N.S.
Vol. 7, 1893.

8. Thomas Darcy Dominus Darcy apud Temple
Newsome in Westriding in Comitatu predicto
post ff'estum sancti michaelis archangeli anno
regni nuper Regis henrici vijmi quarto inclusit
in vno parco pro feris nutriendis xl acras terre in
cultura & xl acras bosci Et quod idem Thomas
permisit vnam villam vocatam Skelton decaire in
qua fuerunt quatuor messuagia & quatuor
cotagia & ea de causa quatuor arratra posternunt.
There are also significant mentions of the park
recorded in the Calendar of Letters ctnd Papers of the
reign of Henry VIII, xiii, i, of 1538 in which Thos.
Hemysworth takes the lease of divers parcels of
land and pastures of Thomas late Lord Darcye,
attainted, including "le greate pasture" (Del.
Westin. 2 Feb. 28 Hen. VIII S.B. b.Pat. p. 4,
in. 15), and Thos. Welle likewise takes the lease
of lands, including a great park with warren of
coneys (Del. Westin. 2 Feb. 29 Hen. VIII S.B.
b.Pat. p. 4, in. 16).

9. Fragments of a slip decorated vessel were found
which bear marked resemblance in form and
decoration to an example published by P. Mayes,
E. J. E. Pirie and H. E. J. Le Patourel, in, "A
Cistercian ware kiln of the Early Sixteenth
Century at Potterton Yorkshire" (fig. 6 no. 13),
The Anffqtcaries journal, vol. 46, 1966.

10. An account of these alterations is given in Leeds
Arts Calendar, no. 51, 1963.

11. The stretch ofwall which was excavated had two
external doors with simple chamfered jambs, and
there were no projecting features such as one
would expect to adorn rooms of importance.
Details of the excavations aredeposited at Temple
Newsam.

12. A letter from George Garrard to Lord Wentworth.
13. A wooden beam beneath the east wall of the

great hall in the cellars shows fire damage.
14. The south wing at Oxburgh containing the hall

range was demolished in 1778, but its plan is
known.

15. The wing with a four-storey gatehouse at its
centre was demolished 1778.

16. It is possible that the present plan is the result of
later internal rearrangement.

17. Geoff'rey Webb Archffecture in Britain, the Middle
Ages, p. 202.

18. Published in 2'orhshire Archaeological journal, vol
XXV, 1919. The rooms listed are: the Greate
Chambre, Lorde Dernleys Chambr, the Chambre
called the Ladies Chambre, the Nurcerie, Therles
Bedchambre, the Gentlewomenz Chambre, the
Uttre Entrie, the Highe Wardroppe, the Chambr,
on the Sowthe side the Wardroppe, the next
Chambre, the Chambre on the Northe side the
Wardroppe, the next Chambre, Thentre to ye
Greate Chambr, the Hale, the Seller, the Buttrye,
the Pantrie, the Kitchyn, the Wete Lardre, Drye
Larder, the Brewhouse, Pasterie, the Porterz
Lodge, (Brianes Chambre, the Nurcerie, the
Teyloures Chambre, the Gallerye the Newe
Gallerye, Charles Smythes Chambre, The Schole
Mr Chambre, Langestroppe Chambre, the Newe
Chambre, Mounpessons Chambre, Musicianz
Chambr, the Chambre within the Chappell), the
Lowe Wardroppe, the Chapell Chambre, the
Warn's Lodge, (this last may not have been
within the body of the house, since it is followed
the Barne and Parke.)

19. There is strong evidence that the Great Chamber
was above the Great Hall after the seventeenth
century alterations (c.f. Henry Long's account
for painting of 1687). Further evidence of this
replanning is given in the early eighteenth
century engraving of the house by Kip in which
the main entrance is shown as being in the west
wing on the new east-west axis of the house, from
this it appears that the present "mess-room"
would have been the hall at this period, and this
is supported by internal architectural evidence.

20. Unfortunately the scope of this article cannot
allow for full discussion of these features, nor of
the cellars beneath the east wing which give some
clues relating to the early house.

21. At this point the stone plinth course which runs
beneath the earlier wall turns out at an angle, and
this partially explains the curious abuttment of
the later brickwork.

22. It had been hoped to excavate at this point, but
time —and a maze of drains —prevented this.

23. Unfortunately there are no completely accurate
drawings of the house, but rough measurement
shows that the floor of the hall is about two and a
half feet above the level of the west corridor, and
nearly nine feet above the floor of'he excavated
east wing.

24. The mouldings of this door arch are related to
those of the so-called "chapel door" in the square
projection on the south face of the north wing.

25. I am told that Mr. Hartley, who was foreman at
the time of Philip Hendy's modifications, noticed
that there were the marks of stairs on the walls
of the Terrace Room, that is, at the point where
is seems the great stairs ascended. This may be
confirmation of'his theory.

26. W. Douglas Simpson "Bastard Feudalism and
the Later Castles", Antiquaries journal, vol. 26,
1946.



The Renaissance Furniture
from Bretton

Ever since the autumn of 1947 visitors to
the 'Tudor Room'n the west wing of
Temple Newsam House have been able to
appreciate one of the finest groups of
English Renaissance furniture to survive
intact from the second quarter of the
sixteenth century. Although a 'brief outline
of its history has been known for some time
the recent discovery of additional docu-
mentation has brought to light a number of
new factors regarding its early use by the
Wentworths ofWest Bretton.
The most important evidence for the

original ownership of these pieces occurs in
their carved decoration, for both the bed
and the cupboard bear the arms of the
Fitzwilliam, Dronsfield, and Wentworth
families, those of the latter being placed
centrally with, on the cupboard alone, the
helm, crest, and initials T.W.K. A search
of the pedigree of Wentworth of West
Bretton'eveals that these arms and
initials can only refer to one person, Sir
Thomas Wentworth, knight, son and heir
to Mathew Wentworth of Bretton. Sir
Thomas, who served Henry VIII as a
Knight Marshal and also acted as Govenor
of Sandal Castle in 1542, recorded the
following arms at the visitation of Thomas
Tonge, Norroy King of Arms, in 15302;
Quarterly, 1 and 4 sable, between three
leopard's heads a chevron or, charged with
a mullet gules [Wentworth of Bretton] 2
and 3 sable, on a bend gules three mullets
or [Dronsfield] impaling; sable, between
three leopard's heads a chevron or, charged
with a crescent gules [Wentworth of
Elmsall]. The first quartering ofWentworth
and Dronsfield acknowledges the descent of
the Bretton estates to the Wentworth family

through the marriage of John Wentworth
of North Elmsall to Agnes, daughter and
heiress of Sir William Dronsfield of West
Bretton in 1407, while the impalement of
the arms of Wentworth of Elmsall com-
memorates Sir Thomas's marriage c. 1530
to Isabell, daughter ofThomas Wentworth
of Elmsall, their marriage settlement being
dated August 1st, 1531. On the occasion
of his marriage, Sir Thomas appears to
have built a new timber-framed hall at
Bretton, this now being incorporated in the
structure ofBower Hill Farm. Here, carved
on a large oak beam above a wide open fire-
place, is the inscription 'THOMAS
WENTWORTH K. EZABELL HYS
WYF. A.R.R.H. A.XX.T.', each word
being separated from its neighbour by
either a fleur-de-lis or a flower motif. The
final initials are not personal, of course, but
are abbreviations for A(nno) R(egni)
R(egis) H(enrici) A(nno) XXI (1530)s.
Presumably the bed and cupboard were
made to equip this new house, but un-
fortunately their designer decided to place
the various family coats of arms in separate
panels without their marks of cadency, and
so, as Sir Thomas's arms were thus the
same as those of his wife, it is impossible to
prove whether the furniture was constructed
either before or after the date of his
marriage. Sir Thomas died in the autumn
of 1542, an inventory of his household
effects at Bretton Hall being taken on
November 20th of that year4. From the
magnificence of the carved detail occurring
on both the bed (Fig. 1) and the cupboard
(Fig. 2) there can be little doubt that they
were the most important items of chamber
furniture in the house, and therefore they
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are readily identifyable in the furnishings
of the 'lytle chamber'here stood; 'A
bedsted, a fether bed, A bolster, a pair of
arras, A teister of russet velvet and clothe
of golde with dropps of golde upon the
velvet. A trindell beds with a fether bedd
A quylt of yellow taffeta lyned with blew
bokeram Two newe keveringes of arras
lyned with white canvas A quylt ofgren and
red sarcinet with thredes of golde lyned
with redd and gren

bockerarn...'In

a cubborde within the said chambre
Thre Bittes two of them with bosses
varneshed A pair of Stirrops a pair of
spurres guilt A Bottell kevered with black
velvet and a pair of arming showes'. Today
it is extremely difficult to visualise the

l. Oah bed made for Sir 7homas Wenttttorth of West
Bretton, c. t5go—do, ht. 8ft .

gaudy opulence of wealthy sixteenth
century households, for the vast majority of
their contemporary textiles have either
decayed or have been replaced. Even so,
the documentary evidence quoted above
cannot fail to impress with its details of
russet velvet testers decorated with cloth of
gold and golden drops, of curtains in rich
arras tapestry, and of quilts and coverings
of brightly coloured taffetas and sarcinets.

Almost a century after Sir Thomas's
death a further inventory of Bretton Hall
was made, this being occasioned by the
death of George Wentworth in 1638. The
bed and cupboard, being fixtures, were not
directly mentioned in the document, but
their presence is certainly implied "In the
Inner parlor", where there were 'Cuart-
aines with (a) valiance and (a) cubard
cloth'ogether with 'one litle table, 3
chaires and one little buffet stoole'.
For the next 37 years nothing more is

heard of the furniture, but in this period a
number of changes must have taken place
on the Bretton estates. The house at Bower
Hill, for example, must have ceased to be
the major seat ofthe Wentworths at Bret ton,
for in 1675 it was re-cased in stone, the
inscription 'S. TM 1675'eing cut above
the central southern door. Presumably a
new and larger hall had been built else-
where on the estate, for when Sir Thomas
Wentworth of Bretton (II) died in 1675 he
left a house of some thirty-seven rooms,
some of which were furnished in a most
magnificent manner. Among the eight
parlours and twelve chambers listed in his
inventorya is one entitled 'King Henry
pa(r) lor'hich, according to Joseph
Hunter, the early nineteenth century an-
tiquary, was the one in which 'Henry
lodged at this place, in one of his northern
progresses'. In the 1675 inventory this
room contained; 'One Little Square Table,
Two Wood stands One Large Chaire and
three other Chaires, one Covered Stool, two
Window Curtaines with Rodds Furniture
for a bedd and Furniture for a Truckle
bedd, One Large black lookinge glass with
three Brass Scrues and One Carpitt for a
Cubbard'. It will be seen that there is no
direct mention of either the bed or the
cupboard in this room, but this is to be
expected, for, being fixtures secured to the



walls together with the panelling, they
formed part of the building, and were
therefore not part of Sir Thomas's portable
estate. Their presence is indicated, how-
ever, by the account of 'Furniture for a
bedd'i.e. bed linen, curtains, etc. I,
'Furniture for a Truckle bedd', and of 'One
Carpitt for a Cubbard'.
In the early eighteenth century, about

1720, Sir William Wentworth of Bretton
rebuilt the Hall as a fine classical mansion,
installing the furniture and fittings of the
King Henry Parlour into his new house.
Here, shortly before 1831, they were seen
by Joseph Hunter, who described the bed
in some detafl9 together with the 'old

2. Oak cupboard made for Sir Thomas Wenttoorth of West
Bretton, c. r53o—do, ht. 8ft.
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livery cupboard having the head of Henry
VI II between two others which are supposed
to be the earl ofSouthampton and Cardinal
Pole (whichI is a relic of the furniture of the
old house'. The attribution of these subjects
to the portrait heads, as well as the
tradition that Henry VIII occupied this
room in the old hall are unlikely to be
based on anything more than romantic
speculation, for there is no real evidence
to support either suggestion.
Following Sir William Wentworth's

death in 1763 the estate passed first to his
son, Sir Thomas Wentworth, who died in
1792, and then to his grand-daughter
Diana, wife of Colonel Thomas Beaumont,
in whose family it remained until 1947,
when it became the property of the West
Riding County Council. Before disposing
of the Hall, however, the Viscount Allen-
dale generously donated the panelling and
furnishings of the King Henry Parlour to
Temple Newsam House, where it may now
be seen.
Stylistically the furniture from Bretton

appears to belong to a small group of
extremely fine early-mid sixteenth century
pieces which illustrate the permeation of
Italian Renaissance designs across Europe
into England. Perhaps the earliest member
of this group is the panelling of the aisle

of'he

church of St. Vincent in Rouen'
Dating from the early sixteenth century,
this piece includes a number of character-
istic motifs such as carved roundels bearing
low-relief portraits of helmeted warriors
and 'anticke work'rophies of arms. Of
greater interest, however, is the use of
attached columns to face the uprights of
the upper stages of the panelling. These are
in the form of two short fluted columns
placed one above the other and separated
by a cup-shaped motif having a wide
convex gadrooned base and tall concave
neck. The bases of the individual columns,
meanwhile, are encased in a covering of
acanthus-like leaves. These features later
appear in England in a number of houses
and churches dating from the 1530s or 40s,
their similarities being so close as to suggest
that they might well be the work of a single
group of Continental workmen. Among
these, one of the most important groups is
the panelling now at Holywells, Ipswich",
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7 he Salkeld Screen
in Carlisle Cathedral
erected in tSdo,
the ornamental
enrichment is
strikingly similar to
carving on
the cupboard and bed
from Bretton nota at
Temple Eetvsarn.

which was probably made for the house of
Sir Thomas Wingfield in the same town.
Again the identical columns are to be seen,
used here to embelish the mantlepiece,
while in the accompanying panels are
carved portrait heads in roundels and a
large high-relief representation of the
'Judgement ofParis'. An additional feature
of the Holywells panelling is the use of
paired dragon-headed S-shaped scrolls to
form a narrow blind frieze across the centre
of the topmost mouldings. Identical work-
manship also occurs in Carlisle Cathedral
on the screen erected by Lancelot Salkeld,
the last Prior, in 1542 (Fig. 3). Once more
the identical columns, the carved portrait
roundels, and the paired dragon-headed
scroll friezes occur, but, as the screen

contains open panels between the upper
columns, the craftsman has inserted three-
dimensional dragon motifs (see plate 3) in
the angles between the columns and the
frieze, adding a further motif to the group's
range.
When studying the design of the Bretton

furniture, particularly that of the bed, it is
evident that it belongs to an advanced stage
in the development of the above group. An
examination of the headboard of the bed
(Fig. 4) for example, shows that the
columns have been enriched with an
unusual wealth of detail. The acanthus
leaves extend to the full height of the short
columns, and the cup motifs, here placed
beneath the columns, are also given ex-
ceptionally fine treatment. Around the
sides of the bed, meanwhile, suspended
from the tester, are the three-dimensional
dragon-scrolls noted on the Salkeld screen.
Perhaps the most important feature of the
Bretton pieces, and one which raises them
clearly above their fellows, is the quality
and scope of their relief carvings. Although
the Holywells panel is well executed, and
although the whole group is characterised
by its carved reliefs, none of the other
pieces possess such well-designed and beauti-
fully carved panels. The portrait reliefs at
the back of the cupboard, probably repre-
senting Sir Thomas and members of his
family, are entirely without parallel, while
those on the bed-head illustrating Samson,
St. George slaying the dragon, and David
bearing Goliath's head are of a superbly
high standard within the group. It is likely
that the St. George panel owes much to the
earlier English tradition of coffer-front
carving, but, in common with the remainder
of the decoration seen here, it is undoubted-
ly the work of craftsmen trained on the
continent t2

The furniture from Bretton must be
recognised as probably the most important
group of domestic Renaissance furniture in
this country, for its full documentation
proves it to have been constructed some
time prior to 1542, while stylistic compari-
sons with contemporary pieces show that it
occupies an important place in the develop-
ment of English Renaissance design.

PETER BREARS
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1. See Clay, J. W. Glover's Visitation of 7"orkshire,
Exeter, 1917.

2. Surtees Society, Vol. 41 (1863 for 1862).
3. Recorded in Banks, W. S., Walks about Wakejield,

Wakefield, (1871). p. 427 as 'A.XX.T.', the T
presumably being a mis-reading of an I in gothic
script. Later interior modifications have now
obscured the beam, but otherwise the house
(national grid ref. SE 275140) remains as Banks
saw it.

4. Yorkshire Archaeological Society, DD 70/85.
5. 'Trindell bed'; a bed mounted on rollers which

slid beneath the larger bed when out of use in the
day-time.

6. Yorkshire Archaeological Society, DD 70/85.
7. Hunter, J., South? orkshire Vol. 2, p. 249.
8. See Linstrum, D., in Leeds Arts Calendar No. 68

(1971) p. 8.

9. Hunter, J. op. cit. Hunter appears to have con-
fused the details of two of the beds at Bretton in
this passage, attributing some of the carved panels
from the pieces described in this article to another
bed, now heavily restored, and in the Temple
Newsam reserve collection.

10. See Cescinsky & Gribble Early English Furniture
&'oodwork 1922 p. 245.

11. Ibid. pp. 258—9,
12. Mr. John Rowlands of the Department of Prints

and Drawings of'the British Museum has suggested
that such volumes as Heinrich Vogther's Kunst-
buchlin may have been used by craftsmen as a
source of Renaissance ornament, its wood-block
prints being particularly suited to this purpose,
bearing illustrations ofwarriors and heroes within
panels and roundels, etc.

4. Details of carved panels on the bed head portraying
armorials, portrait medallions. St. George slaying the dragon,
Samson with thejaul bone and David holding the head of
Goliath.



Aspects of Nineteenth Century
Sculpture in Leeds

2. Patronage of the Benjamin Gott Family

At the very moment when the promotion
of the Arts began to assume a distinctive
character for the first time in Leeds, in the
early 1810's, Benjamin Gott (1762—1840)
of Armley, the leading woollen manu-
facturer in Yorkshire, suddenly emerged as
the town's leading art patron (Cover). His
rise to prosperity was unmistakably part of
the Industrial Revolution. He was the son
of a civil engineer who, in 1780 became an
apprentice and, in 1785 a partner in the
firm of Wormald and Fountaine; on the
senior partners'etirement in 1816, the
firm became Benjamin Gott and Sons. In
1792, he began building Bean Ing, that
vast, internationally famous complex of
spinning mills along the Wellington Road.
In 1799, he was Mayor of Leeds'.
From that time Gott showed an in-

creasing interest in the Arts, characteristic
of members of his social class: dabbling in
'Old Masters'ut largely concerned with
the more progressive patronage of living
artists. These included local painters like
Julius Caesar Ibbetson, Joseph Rhodes,
John Russell and C. H. Schwanfelder2.
Gott counted among his friends the royal
portrait painter, Sir Thomas Lawrence.
They probably had first met in 1818 in
connection with the commission for Lord
Harewood's portrait, now at Harewood
House. This lead in 1826 to Benjamin and
his wife, Elizabeth, sitting for the great
painter and on the completion of their
portraits in 1828, Lawrence wrote them:"Iknow not why I should conceal from you
the real impression on my mind, that they
are two ofthe best that I have ever painted" s.

Gott was a member of the Northern Society
for the Encouragement of the Fine Arts and
contributed regularly to its exhibitions from
at least 18244. He was also a founder-

member of the Leeds Philosophical and
Literary Society and was partly responsible
for commissioning R. D. Chantrell in 1822
to design the Society's new Hall in Park
Row and in 1819—20 Sir Francis Chantrey's
statue to Dr. Hey for Leeds Infirmary (see
Part 1). Gott's sons were also inspired
connoisseurs. Benjamin Jr. (1793—1817),
who was "ambitious of general knowledge
and of professing a refined taste" ~ and who
admired Benjamin West above Turner6,
journeyed with Christopher Rawson

of'alifaxto Greece in 1814, there purchasing
the antique marbles which now form part
of the collection of Leeds City Museum'.
In 1817, he died of the fever in Athens.
William (1797 1863),who lived at Withers
Grange near Armley, collected prints,
including fine impressions by della Bella
and Tiepolo, many purchased during the
1840's and 50's from P. and D. Colnaghi of
Bond Street, Londons. John (1791—1867)
was a commissioner of the Great Exhibition
of 1851'.
Benjamin Gott's strength as a patron lay

particularly in two directions. Firstly, in
the commissioning of works from out-
standing, living British sculptors, including
Chantrey, John Flaxman, Samuel Joseph
and Joseph Gott, who was responsible for
this most powerful image of the great
manufacturer (Cover) . Secondly, in the
creation ofArmley House, in which the aid
of the architect, Robert Smirke and the
gardener, Humphrey Repton was solicited.
Armley (Fig. 1) is the earliest and most
influential example ofGreek Revival archi-
tecture in Le "ds. It is, furthermore, the key
to the Gott family's patronage.
The setting of the house was and remains

one of the most spectacular in the region: a
high platform of land to the west of Leeds,
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Armley House, Leeds,
designed by
Robert Srnirke, t8to
to s822, the setting for
Gott'k collection of
modern sculpture
(Courtesy D. Ltnst rum) .

aff'ording splendid views of the City, down
the Aire River Valley to Gott's Mill,
Kirkstall and the slopes of Headingley;
what Repton called a "Panorama stare"".
In 1803, Gott acquired the estate which
then included a small, late-eighteenth
century house whose only distinctive feature
appears to have been a three-bay projection
on the garden front' In 1810, the most
famous gardner of his day, Humphrey
Repton (1752—1818) produced a "Red
Book" for Armley, with its characteristic
'before'nd 'after'mprovement views".
Some were realized and one member of the
family could enthuse in April of 1826:
"How beautiful Armley will be when you
leave it for the crowded city, is it not a
perverted taste which makes London
fashionable in the sweetest and freshest
season of the year?..."12. Repton also
proposed 'improvements'o the house,
including the reorganization of'he apart-
ments and the addition of flanking wings,
all illustrated and described in analytical
detail. But, the special interest of this
aspect of his contribution lies in his
definition of the function ofArmley, which
he envisaged as "a Mansion or permanent...important Residence, rather than that
of a mere Villa...".And, he concludes:
"True Embellishment of every kind must,
after all, depend on that strict Congruity
by which the Ornament is properly adapted
to the object to be embellished: Thus
objects, the Works ofArt, may be enriched
by accompaniments, the Works of Nature...".The stage has been set.
The actual designing and building of

Armley was entrusted to the young archi-

tect, Robert (later Sir Robert) Smirke
(1781—1867), a pupil ofSir John Soane who
continued his studies in Italy and Greece
between 1801 and 1805.Among his earliest
commissions was the rebuilding (1806—11)
of Lowther Castle in Westmorland; the
presence ofmembers of the Lowther family
at Swillington near Leeds may account for
Smirke's appearance at Armley shortly
after 1810. The house was completed by
1822".
Smirke's design (Fig. 1), in many ways

conventionally English, is interesting for at
least one of its features: the enveloping of
the three-sided projection (corresponding
to the present Drawing Room and part of
the original house also intended for reten-
tion by Repton) by a full, tetrastyle Ionic
temple portico. This curious interpolation
has no equivalent in earlier English houses
nor is it a normal antique pattern. How-
ever, its inspiration can be pin-pointed in
the fourth century B.C.Temple ofTheseus,
the so-called Theseum, below the Acropolis.
Smirke undoubtedly had studied this
famous temple and he would also have
known it from the detailed description and
engravings in Stuart and Revet t's influential
publication The Antiquities of Athens (1762,
1787, 1795, 1827, 1830). Smirke's name is
among the list of'ubscribers to the 1830
edition and Benjamin Gott owned all five
editions'3. Since Medieval times, the
Theseum had been used as a Christian
church, dedicated to St. George, and this
conversion was partly achieved by closing-
off the east end of the cella wall with a five-
sided bay projecting into the area of the
colonnade (Fig. 2) —the precise pattern
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Plan of the
dth century B.C.
7emple of 7hesus,
Athensfrom Stuart
and Reoett's
The Antiqtsities
of Athens, t8oy,
the probable source of
inspiration for Armley.

adapted by Smirke and Gott for Armley
(Fig. 1). Their choice of this idiocyncratic
composition is clear, for it was in the
Theseum that the English who had died in
Athens, including Benjamin Jr., were
buried~4.
We have, therefore, the essential

character of Armley: a mausoleum-house
inspired by a temple-church. But, ifArmley
is this, it is equally a museum-house for the

Gott collection. It is not a coincidence that
in 1823, the year after the completion of
Armley, Smirke began designing the new
British Museum (completed 1847), in part
to house the famous Townley and Elgin
collections of Greek marbles (Smirke had
been in Athens when the sculptures were
removed from the Parthenon)' Among
the artists who advocated the purchase of
Elgin's collection for the Nation (this was
realized in 1816for the low sum of$35,000)
was the sculptor, Sir Francis Legatt
Chantrey (1781—1841), whose works were
among the earliest modern sculpture to
find a prominent place at Armley.
It seems likely that Gott first met

Chantry in 1819—20 in connection with the
Hey Statue commission (see Part 1). But
the sculptor's reputation was well known
before that time for he had been born at
Norton near Sheffield and had already
worked extensively in the West Riding.
Dr. Margaret Whinney has remarked that
"his busts are among the finest works ever
produced in England"' Two of his por-
traits, both known to have been of plaster
and dated 1818, are recorded as being at
Armley in 1822: "two excellent busts of
James Watt, and John Rennie..."".Watt,
the great Birmingham inventor and friend
of Gott, had supplied steam engines for
Bean Ing. The plaster bust cannot with
certainty be identified'ut Chantrey
produced a fine marble version, now in the
Scottish National Portrait Gallery, in which
the tenatious and visionary character of the
sitter has been captured (Fig. 3)".The bust
of Rennie (1761—1821), the architect-
engineer of Wellington Bridge in Leeds
(1817—19) and others, cannot be located".
Chantrey and the Gotts remained life-

long friends and we catch glimpses of the
distinguished artist in the family diaries and
correspondance. In 1831, he was in Edin-
burgh completing the statue ofGeorge IV.
Elizabeth Allan, Benjamin Gott's eldest
daughter and wife of the Lord Provost of
Edinburgh, recorded'n her Diary: "I
dined in company with Mr. and Mrs.
Chantry lately, he is here putting up his
statue of the late King, he told me he was
returning by Leeds and hoped to pay my
father a visit —Chantrey has presented this
City with a fine Granite pedestal for the
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Marble bust of the
friend and colleague
of Gott, the
inventor, 3arnes Watt,
by Chantrey, c. t8t8
(Courtesy Scottish
.Vationat Portrait
Gallery, Edinburgh) .

Statue."". In 1840, James Watt of Aston
Hall wrote Peter Ewart (Margaret Ewart
was the wife of William Gott): "The
Statue of the Duke ofWellington... will I
trust and believe, be put into Chantrey's
hands."'0. This was one of the sculptor'
last commissions and he died in the
fbllowing year.
Among the other portrait busts at

Armley, apart from those by Joseph Gott,
was one of William Hey, dated 1816, by
George Bullock of Liverpool (d. 1818)2',
one of the Duke of Wellington by an
unknown sculptorms and one of Napoleon,
after the famous marble by Antonio
Canovass. The latter is given to Joseph
Gott on insubstantial evidence and it
should be remembered that this heroic
image was popular in England at this time,
as is shown in the following advertisement
in the Leeds Mercur3t for January 25, 1817:

cHARLEs cIpoLINI begs leave to inform
the Ladies and Gentlemen of Leeds and
its Vacinity that he has just arrived from
Italy with an Assortment of ALABAsTER
oRNAMENTs of his own Manufacture,
consisting of Vases, Figures, Globes etc.
and the BUST of BONAPARTE, in MARBLE
as LARGE as LIFE. May be seen at F.
Chickey &. Co's No. 33, Lady Lane,
Leeds.
Among Chantrey's younger contempor-

aries whose reputation was made exclusively

on his merits as a portrait sculptor and
whose work was linked with the Gotts was
Samuel Joseph (1791—1850). He was a
student of the Royal Academy Schools and
his earliest known work dates from 1811.In
1822, he contributed six busts to the
Northern Society for the Encouragement
of the Fine Arts in Leeds. This appears to
have been his first, large-scale public
exhibition outside London and undoubted-
ly helped launch him on a national career.
In 1823, he settled in Edinburgh where,
three years later, he was a founder-
member of the Royal Scottish Academy24.
In 1828, he returned to London and ten
years later completed the dramatic
Westminster Abbey statue to William
Wilberforce, the Hull social reformer, his
masterpiece and one of the outstandingly
individual creations of early nineteenth
century English artss. Despite this triumph,
Joseph never achieved wide public acclaim,
a state of affairs which has persisted into
the present day. Nonetheless, he was a
brilliant portraitist and this is evident even
from the early works exhibited in Leeds in
1822"
The most interesting of these is the plaster

model for the bust ofThomas Allan, which
had been exhibited in the same year at the
R.A. and in Leeds and from which a marble
was cut and exhibited in Edinburgh in
1827; neither the model nor the finished
work has been located". The Allans were
clearly lucrative patrons, for Joseph also
made busts of Thomas's father, Alexander
and brother, William, which were ex-
hibited in 1826, 1827 and 1828 . Further-
more, William Allan's wife, Elizabeth,
recorded in her Edinburgh Diary on
February 26, 1825, a letter to her sister,
Mary Anne Gott Whitaker: "You have
probably heard that Mr Joseph is taking
a bust of Susan."". Susannah (1799—1889)
was Benjamin Gott's third daughter and
the wife ofThomas Kinnear, an Edinburgh
banker. This bust (possibly to be identified
with the one "of a young lady, to be
worked in marble" exhibited at the R.A.
in 1824) is with considerable certainty the
one now at Lotherton Hall, inscribed S.
jOSEPH Sculp. EDIJVr. I825 (Fig. 4)
For, Elizabeth Allan recorded on March
14, 1827: "Tom [Thomas Allan] Wishes



Life-size marble
bust of Susannah Gott
Kinnear, t8o5,
bp Samuel joseph.
Lotherton Hall.

Detail of Fig. y
showing a popular
coiffeur of t8a5.

Mary Annes bust by Joseph to remain here
and he will send Susans to Yorkshire as an
exchange for a few years." . The bust

of'ary

Anne has not been located.
The Susannah Kinnear Bust is a work

of considerable merit and charm. She was
described as being "pretty, gentle, un-
decided". By turning the head sharply and
exposing the smooth expanse of the neck,
her narrow, bird-like features are em-
phasized; her scarf'is beautifully controlled,
falling in easy folds from the right shoulder
and tucked under the left arm, revealing
the thin, delicately embroidered cotton
shift. The pose anticipated Joseph's better
known bust of 1838 of Lady De L'Isle and
Dudley at Penshurst Place 24. Joseph was
amongst those sculptors, like Chantrey,
who chose to remain based in England in
their attempt to achieve a less idealized,
European and more identifiably English
neo-classical portrait idiom. The personal-
ity of the sitters, their idiosyncrasies, their
attire was to be emphasized. In the

Susannah Kinnear Bust it is the treatment
of the hair which makes for a memorable
image (Fig. 5) . The complex series

of'iled-upcurls and braids represent the
most fashionable coiffeur of 1825. Their
fine modelling and deep undercutting is a
poignant reminder ofJoseph's early train-
ing under the distinguished wax miniaturist,
Peter Rouw24.
The greatest sculptor to come within

Benjamin Gott's ken was John Flaxman
(1755—1826), whose reputation was well
known to the Leeds public, for he had been
born in York and had worked for Yorkshire
clients at least since 1799.He had exhibited
in the Northern Society for the Encourage-
ment of the Fine Arts in 1810, 1811 and
1825 and in that latter year was in
communication with Benjamin Gott con-
cerning a monument for St. Bartholomew's
Chapel at Armley, to Benjamin Jr. who,
you will recall, had expired in Athens in
1817 and was buried in the Theseum. The
correspond ance and the five surviving
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drawings by Flaxman for this commission
have been published in an earlier issue of
the Leeds Arts Calendar 3s. However, the
background to the commission has only
recently been revealed and it throws con-
siderable light on the processes of pro-
vincial patronage of sculptors.
Flaxman's first work in Leeds and the

first outstanding example of English sculp-
ture in the town for over a century was the
large marble monument to Captains
Samuel Walker and Richard Beckett,
1810—12, in Leeds Parish Church (Fig. 6)".
Its composition is characteristically Flax-
man: a seated, partly draped Victory
weeping on fallen banners with a palm tree
set against an obelisk in the background.
The elements are beautifully balanced, the
voluptuous rotundity of the central figure is
intensified by the contrasting lower reliefs
of the palms and the lion and the overall
quality is one of restrained heroicisms2.
The inscription records: "Their fellow-

townsmen dedicate this Monument". Flax-
man's Account Book reveals more:
John Bischoff'sqr. Leeds for the Sub-
scribers to a Monument to Captns.
Walker lft Becket. Jany 7 1810 Reed.
210$ on Account of 700$ including
expences Feby 20 1811Reed. on Account
$200 May 13 1812 Reed. —290 Paid"

Bischoff was a Leeds merchant and collec-
tor and a friend of the Gotts. In a letter,
undated but presumably f'rom the years
1823—25, he writes to Benjamin Gott con-
cerning the proposed Armley monument":

My Dear Sir
I call'd on you this morning but was

not so fortunate as to meet with you. The
object of'y visit was merely to inform
you, that, being at Nostell on Wednesday
I saw in the church which is situated in
the Park, a monument sculpted by
Flaxman erected by Lady Strickland to
the memory of her parents which

(tho'n

too small a scale) I thought beautif'ul
and with some small alteration would
meet your ideas.

The monument referred to, in St. Michael,
Wragby, to Sir Rowland Winn and his
wife, creators of Nostell Priory, had been
commissioned in 1806 and set-up in 1809.
Its main feature is a group of three draped

females in relief, one representing hope and
holding an anchors4. In his preliminary
designs for the Armley monument, Flaxman
adapted this latter feature, transforming it
into a single, life-size, free-standing figure:
"An intire figure with the pedestal care-
fully finished to be seen in every view... a
work of more labour than the Monument
to the Captains Becket and Walker..."35.
The cost was to be f700. On January 19,
1826, Flaxman sent "by the Leeds Van" a
plaster model and several bistre sketches,
one of which he described on May 23 as
consisting of "The figure of Hope, an
Intire Statue size of the Venus de Medici
with a suitable Pedestal, the whole of
Statuary Marble, the Temple of Theseus
in relief on one side of the Pedestal..."".
It was this design, encorporating the
Theseum, that recurring image, which the
Gotts selected.
Flaxman wrote on May 23: "I am much

obliged by the subject you have chosen and
I shall endeavour that the execution may
shew the sculptor has not abused your

6. The >nonurnent to Captains Walker and Beckett,
s8ro—ta, by fohn Flaxman, Leeds Parish Church, the ftirst
important example of English sculpture in Leeds for one
hundredyears.
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confidence"ss. Its execution was put in
hand but was incomplete when, on Decem-
ber 7, 1826, Flaxman died". There was,
in any case, need for a somewhat different
memorial for, on September 29, 1826,
Gott's youngest son, Henry(b. 1804) died
suddenly in Paris —the Grand Tour was
sometimes cruel even to its most ardent
followers. In 1827, Flaxman's former pupil,
Joseph Gott, who was living and working
in Rome, visited Leeds and the commission
for the monument, now in St.
Bartholomew's, Armley, was entrusted to
him and, indeed, proved to be one of'is
finest achievements.
By 1830, Benjamin Gott had established

an inspired artistic patronage in Leeds and
Joseph Gott, who had already achieved an

international reputation ("I have been to
see Mr. Gott who is full of genius", wrote
the Duchess of Devonshire to Lawrence in
1823s'), emerged as the town's leading
sculptor, with the Gotts as his chief
maecenases. During the 1830's and 40's, he
created a large and impressive series of
family portraits and supplied other modern
sculpture for Armley, including a Cupid and
Psyche and rI Greek boxer waiting his turn.
These and other works by Joseph Gott will
be the subject of a major exhibition at
Temple Newsam and the Walker Art
Gallery, Liverpool, in the Autumn and
Winter of this year.

T. F. FRIEDMAN

Abbreviations: GBP and GFP (Gott Business and
Family Papers, Brother ton Library, Leeds University),
RA (A. Graves, The ttoyal Academy of Arts, A Complete
Dictionary ofContributors... London, 1905—06), Gunnis
(R. Gunnis, Dictionary of British Sculptors r66o—r85r,
London, nd), yfSEFA (Northern Society for the
Encouragement, of the Fine Arts, see Part 1, n. 14),
RSA (Royal Scottish Academy, see Part 2, n. 24).

1. The most recent account of Bean Ing and Gott's
significance in the industrial history of Leeds is
in R. G. Wilson, Gentlemen Merchants The merchant
community in Leeds ryoo—r83o, Manchester Uni-
versity Press, 1971. In GBP are extensive docu-
ments, c. 1770—1860, relating to the firm. An
important obituary, together with an early
appreciation of Gott, is in R. V. Taylor's The
Biographia Leodiensis; or Biographical Sketches of the
Worthies ofLeeds and yreighbourhood, London, 1865,
pp. 377-80.

2. For Ibbetson, see R. M. Clay, julius Caesar
Ibbetson r759—r8r7, London, 1948; for Rhodes
(1782—1854), see W. H. Thorp, 3ohn yr. Rhodes, A
Torkshire Painter, r8og—rgda, Leeds, 1904. Pastel
portraits by Russell (1745—1806) are in the
possession of the Gott 1'amily. Schwanfelder
(1773—1837) is mentioned in connecting with
various commissions in Mrs. Benjamin Gott's 1829
Diary (GFP, Box V). J. P. Neale (Viervs of the
Seats ofyroblemen and Gentlemen... London, Vol. V,
1822) records ofArmley: "In the diff'erent apart-
ments are many fine pictures, by Old Masters of
the Italian, Flemish, and French schools...".
Some are listed in two inventories (GFP, BoxVII)
and in Christie's Catalogue of 7he Collection of
Pictures by Old Masters, and Sculpture... from the
Gott Heirlooms At Armley..., December 1, 1894.

3. Lawrence to Gott, December 20, 1828 (CFP,
Box IV, F145). For the Harewood and Gott
portraits, see K. Garlick, Sir Thomas Lawrence,
London, 1954, pp. 39, 41, Pl. 105 and H. Honour
in Leeds Arts Calendar, Vol. 7, No, 25, 1954,
pp. 17—19.

4. Among the paintings from Gott's collection
exhibited in 1824 and 1826 are works listed as
being by Claude, Caravaggio, Poussin, Murillo,

Teniers, Wouvermans and others (see Part 1,
n. 14).

5. Andrew Duncan Jr. to Benjamin Gott Sr., June
25, 1811 (GFP, Box IV, iv (D) 69).

di. Referring to the 1815R.A. exhibition, he wrote:"...West's Painty of Christ rejected by the Jews
I think the finest Painty I had ever seen...
Turners gallery ofPainting —not so much pleased
with them as I expected tho'ome of them were
very fine... saw Schwanfildris Horse. did not
admire it much it does not appear to have one
foot on the ground..." ("Diary of Benjamin
Gott Jr.",June 14 and 17, 1815, GFP, Box V).

7. E. L. Hicks, "The Collection ofAncient Marbles
at Leeds", 3nf. of Hellenic Studies, Vol. XI, 1890,
pp. 255—70.

8. In GFP (Box IV) are correspondance with
Colnaghi and J. Sheepshanks (1826—7) con-
cerning engravings. In Manchester City Art
Gallery are 21 volumes of M. Bryan's A Bio-
graphica! and Critical Dictionary of Painters and
Engravers, with Benjamin Gott's bookplate, inter-
polated with many engravings of excellent
quality and preservation.

9. His copy of the oflicial catalogue is in the
collection of the Dunlop family of Stevenson
House, Haddington, East Lothian. Mrs. Benjamin
Gott records various excursions to the Exhibition
in her 1851 Diary (GFP, Box V).

10. The date of acquisition is given in J. Hanson,
"The Gott Family ofArmley & Leeds", Armley,
1926, Pt. 1, p. 12 (MSS in CFP, Box I). Repton
shows the earlier house as it was in 1810 (see n. 1 1).

1 l. "ARMLEY HOUSE near LEEDS in YORK-
SHIRE A Seat of BENJAMIN GOTT Esqr."
Collection Mr. and Mrs. P. Mellon, U.S.A.
Illustration no. 7 is signed "H. Repton & Sons
1810". See J. Harris, A Catalogue of British
Drawings for Architecture, Decoration, Sculpture and
Landscape Gardening r55o—rgoo in American Collec-
tions, New Jersey, 1971, p. 172, Pls. 121—123.

12. Elizabeth Gott Allan's Diary (GFP, Box V,
p. 120). The family books on gardening are now
in the Gott Bequest, Leeds Public Library; others
are listed in Christie's Catalogue of 7 he Library from
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Armley..., December 4, 1894, including various
Repton publications (nos. 62, 161—163, 263).
13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

The attribution to Smirke is based solely on the
statement by Neale (see n. z): "ARMLEY
HOUSE is built upon a plan and elevation truly
classical, from the designs by Robert Smirke,
Jun. Esq.". See H. M. Colvin, A Biographical
Dictionary ofEnglish Architects t66o—s8qo, London,
1954, pp. 545—49 and D. Linstrum, Historic
Architecture of Leeds, Newcastle, 1969, 31. Among
Smirke's drawings in the RIBA Drawings
Collection (J i t /49 ( i—4) ) is a series for an
unidentified house closely related to Armley
and possibly representing his preliminary ideas.
Among the books listed in Christie's 1894
Catalogue (see n. 12) are 274 "Stuart and Revett,
Antiquities ol'thens, 5 vols" and 284 "W.
Wilkins Antiquities of Magna Graecia, 1807".
For references to Benjamin Jr. see the 1827
edition of The Antiquities ofAthens, Vol. III, p. 67.
The temple is here described as standing on an
artificial "peribolus" or "platform"; the equiva-
lent, in the form of a balustraded terrace, was
introduced at Armley both by Repton and
Smirke (Fig. I).
W. St. Clair, Lord Elgin and The Marbles, London,
1967.
M, Whinney, Sculpture in Britain s53o to t88o,
London, 1964, p. 217. For his Yorkshire works,
see Gunnis, pp. 91—6.
Neale (see n. 2). Christie's 1894 Catalogue (see
n. 2) lists: "SIR F. CHANTREY, 1818. 119
BUST of J. Rennie —plaster 120 BUST OF
JAMES WATT —ditto".
A lif'e-size plaster bust ofWatt, with draped torso,
neither signed nor dated, in Leeds City Museum,
corresponds to the Edinburgh marble bust (Fig. 3)
and may be the one originally at Armley.
No. 1186, 24in h., unsigned but inscribed on base
IAMES WATT. This portrait reappears on
Chantrey's Watt Monument, 1820—24, at Hands-
worth, Birmingham (see Whinney, Pls. 182—3).
GFP (Box IV, VI ii 170(2)). The Wellington
equestrial outside the Royal Exchange, London,
was completed after Chantrey's death by his
assistant, Henry Weekes (see Whinney, p. 222).
Christie's 1894 Catalogue (see n. 2) lists: "G.
BULLOCK, 1816. 118BUST OF W. HEY, Esq.
—on green marble socle", present whereabouts
unknown. There is a lil'e-size plaster bust of Hey,
unsigned and undated, in Leeds City Museum;
see Gunnis, pp. 68—9.
Christie's 1894 Catalogue (see n. 2) lists: "114
BUST OF THE DUKE OF WELLINGTON".
This was supplied to William Gott in 1852 by
Joseph Hogarth, Dealer in Works of'rt, 5
Haymarket, London for gl. 13.0 (receipt in
GFP, Box II).
Christie's 1894 Catalogue (see n. 2) lists: "121
NAPOLEON: a bust, by J. Gott". This is
presumably the one now at Temple Newsam
inscribed CAA'0 VA.
Gunnis, pp. 222—3 and W. D. McKay and F.
Rinder, The Royal Scottish Academy t8a6—tgr6,
Glasgow, 1917.
Gunnis, Pl. XIV. Joseph's brilliant bust of
Wilberforce, 1833, is in thc Wilberforce Resi-
dential Home for the Multiple-Handicapped
Blind, York (see City of York Art Gallery
Quarterley, Preview 87, July 1969, cover and
p. 799).

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.
34.

35.

36.

37.

218Bust ofProfessor john Leslie (exhibited RA 1822
no. 1001 and RSA 1822 no. 232, the plaster,
present location unknown; marble version by
Rind in Scottish National Portrait Gallery,
no. 291); 219 Bust of Henry Mackenxie Esq.
(exhibited RA 1822 no. 1044 and RSA 1822
no. 246, the plaster, present location unknown;
marble in Scottish National Portrait Gallery
no. 254); 221 Bust of the late Dr. james Gregory
(exhibited RA 1822 no. 1010 and RSA 1822
no. 243, the plaster, now in the Scottish National
Portrait Gallery); 222 Bust of a Toung Lady
(presumably that exhibited RA 1822 no. 1022 and
RSA 1822 no. 234; nothing known); 223 Bust of
Charles Matthews, Esq. Comedian (exhibited RA
1822 no. 1013 and RSA 1822 no. 224; see Gunnis,
p. 222).
1822: 1047 Model of a bust, to be worked in Marble,
of 7. Allan, Esq., of Edinburgh (RA, IV, p. 287)
and 220 Bust of Thomas Allan, Esq. (yfSEFA);
1827: 63 Bustin Marble of Thomas Allan, Esq., of
Laurieston (RSA, p. 194).
1827: 1114Marble bust of the late Alexander Allan,
Esq. of Hillside, Edinburgh (RA, IV, p. 287) and
1828: 308 Bust in Marble of the late Alexander Allan,
Esq. (RSA, p. 194); 1826: 1079 Marble bust of
William Allan, Esq. (RA, IV, p. 287).
White marble, 26in h. On loan from Leeds City
Museum.
See Part I, ns. 11, 22, 23, 27. Flaxman's Account
Book, 1808—1826 (Columbia University, Special
Collection) records a monument to John Carr

ol'eedsand St. Anne's Burley, commissioned in
1817 and delivered in 1818at a cost of80 guineas.
Flaxman's plaster model is now in the Victoria and
Albert Museum (M. Whinney and R. Gunnis,
The Collection of Models by john Flaxman R.A. at
University College, London, London, 1967, no. 114,
Pl. 20a) and the monument is illustrated in T. D.
Whitaker, Loidis and Elmete, Leeds, 1816 and
R. W. Moore, A History of The Parish Church of
Leeds, Leeds, 1877, pp. 19—20.
An undated, 19th century manuscript in the
possession of Dr. Derek Linstrum in part reads:"...It is enough to say that of the execution of
this interesting work that it is by the chisel of
Flaxman. The design [is] at once simple and
aff'ecting..."; the figure "...chastely pourtray[s]
the softened gloom of pious resignation rather
than the impassioned wildness of Frantic
despair...".
GFP, Box IV, X ii.
See Walpole Society, Vol. 28, 1940, p. 89 and N.
Pevsner, Torkshire The West Riding, London,
1960, p. 552.
A. Wells-Cole, "John Flaxman and Benjamin
Gott of Armley House, Leeds", Leeds Arts
Calendar, No. 63, 1968, pp. 21—24.
Flaxman's executor reimbursed Benjamin Gott
/'100 of /250 on January 4. 1828 and noted "this
Acct settles" (see n. 30).
May 15, 1823.Lawrence Papers, Royal Academy.

I am grateful for the valuable assistance of
Dr. Margaret Whinney, Dr. Derek Linstrum, John
Harris, Timothy Clifford, Christopher Hutchinson,
the Brotherton Librarian, Leeds University and the
Curator of the Scottish National Portrait Gallery,
Edinburgh.
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Pugin Furniture at Lotherton

'Upholsterers seem to think that nothing can be
Gothic unless it is found in some church. Hence your
modern man designs a sofa or occasional table from
details culled out of Britton's Cathedrals, and all the
ordinary articles of furniture, which require to be
simple and convenient, arc made not only very
expensive but very uneasy. We find diminutive flying
buttresses about an armchair; every thing is crocketed
with angular projections, innumerable mitres, sharp
ornaments, and turreted extremities. A man who
remains any length of time in a modern Gothic room,
and escapes without being wounded by some of its
minutiae, may consider himself extremely fortunate.
There are often as many pinnacles and gablets about
a pier-glass frame as are to be found in an ordinary
church, and not unfrequently the whole canopy of a
tomb has been transferred for the purpose, as at
Strawberry

Hill.'his

amusing criticism by the mature
Augustus Welby Northmore Pugin of'some
of the early nineteenth-century furniture in
the Gothic style is scarcely an exaggeration;
nor is the equally entertaining

illustration'ccompanyingit in his book ?he True
Principles of Pointed or Christian Architecture,
which shows a group of furniture lavishly
ornamented with crockets, finials, trefoils
and pinnacles, set in front of a portcullised
fireplace and under a plaster fan-vaulted
ceiling. Elsewhere in the same book,
published in 1841, Pugin scathingly dis-
missed other Gothic products of'those
inexhaustible mines of bad taste, Birming-
ham and Sheffield; staircase-turrets for
inkstands, monumental crosses for light-
shades, gable ends hung on handles for
door-porters, and four doorways and a
cluster of pillars to support a French lamp;
while a pair ofpinnacles supporting an arch
is called a Gothic-pattern scraper, and a

wiry compound of quatrefoils and fan
tracery an abbey garden-seat.'s
In 1835, as a personal corrective to such

excesses, Pugin published Gothic Furniture in
the Style of the s5th Century, in which he
reproduced designs based on medieval
examples. He made use of some of these
later in the furniture he designed for
Scarisbrick Hall, Lancashire and Abney
Hall, Cheshire, which was made by J. G.
Crace in the 30s and 40s, and a few of the
published designs achieved a moderate
popularity as patterns for other makers.
Pugin and Crace worked together so
closely that 1he Art journal Illustrated
Catalogue of the 1851 Exhibition commented
on the Medieval Court that it 'forms one
of the most striking portions of the Exhibi-
tion, and has attracted a large amount of
attention. The design and superintendence
of [the furniture] are by Mr. PUGIN, an
artist who has studied the leading principles
of medieval composition, and ornamental
design, until his works are identified
whenever they are seen. He has been ably
seconded by Mr. CRACE, who has exe-
cuted his designs.'

chair from Scarisbrick now in the
Victoria and Albert Museum,s closely
resembles one ofPugin's published

designs,'nd

there is a similar example (Fig. 1) made
apparently as late as 1864 for the Jacksons
of Kelwoold Grove, Yorkshire, in the
collection at Lotherton Hall.'oth are
uncompromisingly Gothic, but they have
a structural honesty that accords with one
of Pugin's rules for good design —'that all
ornament should consist of enrichment of
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ledged, he had 'perpetrated many of these
enormities in the furniture I designed some
years ago for Windsor Castle. At that time
I had not the least idea of the principles I
am now explaining; all my knowledge of
Pointed Architecture was confined to a
tolerably good notion of details in the
abstract; but these I employed with so
little judgment or propriety, that, although
the parts were correct and exceedingly well
executed, collectively they appeared a
complete burlesque of pointed

design.'ugin

was only fifteen when his father,u
an accomplished artist who was well known
as an architectural draughtsman and an
authority on medieval architecture and
decoration, was approached in June 1827
by Nicholas Morel, of the newly amalgam-
ated firm of furnishers and upholsterers,
Morel and Seddon. Seddons had been
established since the middle of the eight-
eenth century in 150 (later 151)Aldersgate
Street,iu and Morel and Hughes for a
shorter time in 13 Great Marlborough
Street" from which address they had
provided furniture for the Prince Regent's
London home, Carlton House, as 'Up-
holsterers Extraordinary to His Royal
Highness'. The two firmsjoined in 1827,and
worked from 16 Lower Grosvenor Street
as well as from Seddon's old address in

r. Armchair, oak, dated t86d, after a design published by
A. W. yC. Pugin in t835, ht. ddin.

the essential construction'. In such designs
(and it should be noted that not all those in
Gothic Furniture were quite so devoid of
pinnacles or appeared so comfortable) he
felt he was partly atoning for the mistakes
ofhis youth when, as he contritely acknow-

2. Oak stool, one of ttoenty-seven made to the design of
Pugin by Morel td Seddon for Windsor Castle in t8u8,
ht. r5in.
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Aldersgate Street. Almost immediately
they received the important commission
for the furnishing of the new apartments at
Windsor Castle, for which they needed the
help of a designer with a knowledge of
medieval detailing.
The great remodelling and restoration of

the Castle for George IV had been started
in 1824 under the direction ofJeffry Wyatt,
but the decorating and furnishing of the
new State and Private Apartments was
directed almost entirely by the King's own
taste. Wyatt (or Wyatville as he became in
1824, and SirJeff'ry in 1828) '2 made it quite
clear that his responsibility ended with the
plasterwork and gilding, and that he had
no 'control over the sums of furniture
expended for furniture.'" These sums were
considerable. By 1830, when George IV
died, $270,670 9s. 2d. had been spent, and
there was still $10,000 worth of furniture
needed for the new rooms; most of this was
paid to Morel and Seddon.t4
George IV's delight in French art and

decoration was as great as when he had
been furnishing Carlton House and filling
the rooms with the great collection he built
up; the Private Drawing-rooms in the east
wing, his own sitting-rooms and bedroom,
and above all the Great Drawing-room
with its gilded rococo decoration, were to
follow this favourite taste and serve as
luxurious backgrounds for part of'the Royal
collection, but the character of the Castle
called for some of the rooms to be decorated
and furnished in a medieval style. It was
1'r this work that Morel and Seddon
sought the help of the elder Pugin, but he,
thinking it 'just the opportunity calculated
to draw 1'orth [his son's] abilities... and a
good chance 1'r showing what really could
be done when the task was confined to
proper hands, and where the want ofmoney
1'ormed no bar to the production of the best
thing which art workmen could produce,'s
passed on the work to his son.
In his notes for an uncompleted auto-

biography,'he younger Pugin confirmed
that the designs he made for the Castle were
for 'the long gallery, coffee rooms, vestibule,
ante-room, great staircase, Octagon room
in the Brunswick Tower, great dining
room'; in other words, all the rooms
decorated in the Gothic style. He also

e
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3. View of the Gallery at Windsor Castle, lithograph by
joseph ygash, pub. in t8g8 showing two stools (far left)
en suite with example recently aeguired for Lotherton.

wrote that he supervised the making of the
furniture in Morel and Seddon's workshop
in Aldersgate Street. It can be assumed that
the drawings for these rooms, which formed
part of the recently discovered collection
of designs for the furniture 1'r the Castle,"
are in Pugin's hand. Those for the Dining-
room, which include a reredos-like back to
the sideboard,'how some evidence of'he
exaggeration of which he later accused
himself. The drawings of the vaulted
octagonal ante-room in the Brunswick
Tower and the magnificent Gallery that
was Wyatville's unanimously acclaimed
addition show that window-seats were
intended to be included in the furnishings;
and in Morel and Seddon's estimate for the
Gallery are listed '28 window seats of oak,
ornamented to correspond with banquets,
stuffed and covered in suit.'2'he first
delivery was made on 4 October 1827, and
the comparatively humble stools (one of
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which has recently been added to the
collection at Lotherton, Fig. 2) were put
in place in the Gallery that the usually
critical Charles Greville described as 'really
delightful —furnished through its whole
length of about 500 feet with the luxury of
a drawing-room, and full of fine busts and
bronzes, and entertaining pictures, por-
traits and curious antiquities.'"
When Joseph Nash published his magni-

ficent series of lithographs of the Castle in
1848ss he showed two of these stools in the
foreground of one of the views of the
Gallery (Fig. 3) and it is probable that the
one now in the Lotherton collection was
there originally. It is marked on the under-
side ofone ofthe rails WINDSOR CASTLE
ROOM 186/1866 and with the crown and
cypher VR, indicating that when an
inventory was-made in 1866.it was in the
octagonal ante-room (or Beaufette) in the
Brunswick Tower, but by that time stools
of this design were also to be found in other
roomss4 to which they had presumably
been moved out of the Gallery. The designs
for the ante-room and Gallery show that
the curtains and upholstery were crimson

maroon, and Morel and Seddon's estimates
confirm that the curtains were 'marone'. It
is possible that the stools remaining in the
Castle have been re-covered since they were
made for George IV, but the design on the
covering appears to be the same as that
shown in Joseph Nash's lithographs —a
Neo-classical pattern of a large rosette
surrounded by a band of Vitruvian scroll
decoration and an outer ring of stylised
honeysuckle flowers and acanthus leaves.
The colouring is white and gold on a red
background. The little oak stools with
trefoil-headed sunken panels in the legs and
rails, rose-like bosses at the corners, and
foliated carving in the spandrels, were not
major elements in the richly 1'urnished
Gallery, but they contributed to the scene
described as 'the most strikingly beautiful
thing you can. conceive... splendidly
furnished and lighted, filled with pictures
and admirably arranged, and with busts
and bronzes which make it as interesting
as it is magnificent'.ss
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Note on William Williams
of Norwich

Throughout the second half of the
eighteenth century the Northern public
was occasionally given the opportunity of
attending small exhibitions put on by
travelling artists. They mainly offered to
paint portraits, either life-size or in mini-
ature, or to work in paper silhouette, and
they mounted these exhibitions as an
indication of their talent in taking like-
nesses. The persistence in the provinces of
the archaic idea of the artist as tradesman
has provided posterity with a usef'ul body of
information in the form of advertisements
placed in the provincial press'. One can
account perhaps for the large number of
painters who advertised in Northern news-
papers during the eighteenth century by
the fact that this new medium of com-
munication came into existence in the
provinces at the very moment in history
when Art and Taste were topics for
general debate in all but the very poorest
sections of society.
One travelling painter whose exhibitions

were well advertised in the Yorkshire press
was William Williams of Norwich (c.
1735—97). In his advertisements, Williams
off'ered to paint small portraits in oil for one
guinea; heads large as life for three guineas
and 'Conversation or Family Pieces in
Proportion'. Typical of this work is the pair
of small, whole-length portraits of Dr.
William Greene and his wife, of Thunder-
cliffe, near Rotherham, which were painted
in 17722.
Williams'xhibition in Leeds in 1793,

included several historical paintings and
drawings, a portrait of George III and

Two very high finished Pieces of a Cot-
tager going out in the morning to his
labour and returning in the Evening; an
acknowledged fine Picture of the Witches
at the Cauldron in the Cave from
Shakespeare's 'Macbeth'tc. to be view-
ed from Twelve o'lock while light
gratis'.

In March 1793, he inserted another ad-
vertisement in The Leeds Intelligencer which
described other works in his exhibition.
These included a view of Kirkstall Abbey4
(Fig. t ), 'Celadon and Amelia in the
Thunderstorm from Thomson', 'A Moon-
light Scene with Smugglers'nd 'a very
romantic and pleasing View in South
Wales'. In August 1795, another group of
paintings by Williams was auctioned at the
Exchange in Hull. New paintings in this
exhibition were 'Orlando finding his brother
Oliver', 'Jacqes contemplating the wound-
ed Stag from Shakespeare'nd 'Donna
Mercia siezed by Rolando the Captain of
Banditti from Gil Blas". Williams again
advertised in Leeds in October 1795 and
on that occasion he left a selection of his
works on view in a grocer shop in Briggate.
This collection contained 'some capital
Historical landscape from

Shakespeare'nd

some oil sketches of views of the Lake
District'.
Although these advertisements are a

useful confirmation that Williams toured
England in search of commissions, they also
indicate that he worked in a genre with
which he is not usually associated that

of'eligiouspainting. The advertisement in
The Leeds Mercury for October 1795'on-
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1. W. Williams's Kirkstall Abbey, oil on canvas, s7gg,
Leeds City Arl Gallery.

eludes with the information that he was 'the
author of those admired Pictures in the
Catholic and Zion chapels in this Town
[Leeds] and of the Old Church in Wake-
field'nd that he was ready to undertake
similar work. These religious paintings
appear to be lost, but it has been possible to
find references to two of them. A disparaging
description of'the Wakefield picture appears
in an early nineteenth century guide to
Wakefield Parish Church (now the
Cathedral):
Over the table is a large picture by
Williams the subject the Ascension,

but the bad taste of the Artist has thrown
the lights, which are very broad, on such
parts of the picture and the figures in it,
as to produce the most ludicrous effect,
instead of those ideas which the solemn-
ity of the scene he has chosen to depict,
ought to inspire. The whole is wretchedly
designed and as wretchedly executed;
indeed it is to be hoped that the in-
habitants will, at no distant period,
replace it by some other painting more
worthy of the venerable pile which this
disfigures.s
The 'Catholic chapel'eferred to in the

advertisement was the first Roman Catholic
chapel to have been built in Leeds in the
eighteenth century, St.Mary', Lady Lane,
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2. W. Williams's lost painting, The Descent from the
Cross, shown in position over the altar of St. Mary',
Leeds in a detail from an early tgth century watercolour.

the foundation-stone of which was laid in
1793, from designs prepared by Thomas
Johnson. Williams painted a large picture
depicting the Descent from the Cross for the
east wall over the altars. Presumably his
Roman Catholic patrons were better
pleased with his work because the altar-
piece was recorded in situ in an early
nineteenth century watercolour showing
theinteriorofthe chapel (Fig. 2).St.Mary'
was demolished later in the nineteenth
century and it is interesting to note that the
Williams altar-piece did not appear in the
catalogue of the National Catholic Congress
Exhibition of Antiquities and Objects of
Art which was held in Leeds July 29th-
August 2nd, 1910.Had the painting been
accessible at that time it would surely have
been included in the exhibition, and our
tenuous links with William Williams's
religious paintings are not strengthened
by the fact that the above watercolour, in
which The Descent from the Cross is glimpsed,
has itself been mislaid from the collection
of the Bishop of Leeds.
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